Construction Activities and Upcoming Work

This week, Interwest Construction, Inc. (ICI) continued delivering material for Engineered Log Jam (ELJ) construction. ICI’s pile driving subcontractor, continued pile driving operations for the foundation of the new bridge at Tower Creek (MP 7.8). This week, they moved all their equipment and materials to the west abutment and began driving both the temporary sheet pile and the bridge pipe pile on that side. They will continue this work next week.

The contractor will not be working on Saturday, Sunday, or the Memorial Day holiday on Monday. However, the temporary traffic signals at MP 7.8 will still be operating, so some minimal delays may be expected.

Impacts to Traffic

- Travelers can expect Temporary Traffic Control Flaggers and/or signals between MP 7 and MP 8 of Upper Hoh Rd
- Expect delays up to a total of 30 minutes per passage through the project corridor Monday through Friday from 8AM-5PM
- Olympic National Park and businesses along Upper Hoh Road will remain accessible at all times during construction.

For more information, please visit the project website at: highways.dot.gov/federal-lands/projects/wa/jeff-91420-1